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Your Extension Office will make copies for you. Let them know which pages you would like copied and the number of copies you need. Activities do not need to be completed in order.

Activity 1: Communication and Me
Activity 2: Follow My Lead
Activity 3: Jumping In
Activity 4: Let’s Write
Activity 5: Illustrated Talks
Activity 6: Do-able Demo

*Each activity contains a handout and closing questions for you to ask your group.
Communication & Me (Activity 1)
Supplies: Handout and pencils/pens

To be an active listener, it is important to remember:
Listen now, repeat later
Express interest to listen
Be present (don’t think about other things when someone is talking)
Use your whole body to listen
Control emotions and distractions

(1) Think of an exciting experience you have had recently that you would like to share with others.
(2) Write a word or words in the middle rectangle describing the experience.
(3) Think of ways you can share our experience with at least four (4) people in four (4) different ways.
(4) Draw a picture or write words in each of the four (4) remaining rectangles identifying different communication methods.
(5) Partner up with someone and share your exciting experience with them and talk about the ways you could share it with other people.
Communications & Me

Introduction
The world of communication focuses on the sending and receiving of messages and information through writing, signals, or speech. Delivering a message so that the person listening understands the message as the speaker intended it is an important part of communication. Often times, delivering this message involves using several different modes of communication at the same time. It is important to understand how to use these modes to communicate your message in the best way. These modes can be verbal and non-verbal. Gestures and facial expressions are examples of non-verbal communication, while words, notes, e-mails, or phone conversations are verbal modes of communication. Although listening is very important, most people do not think of it as a communication skill. In reality, listening is a skill that is important to polish. The meaning of a message is an exchange of information between the sender and the receiver. Active listening helps achieve mutual understanding. To be an active listener, it is important to remember the following:

- Listen now, repeat later
- Express interest to listen
- Be present (don’t think about other things when someone is talking)
- Use your whole body to listen
- Control emotions and distractions

Experience / What to Do
Have the youth think of an exciting experience they have had recently that they would want to share with others.

Did You Know?
On average, a person has to hear something seven times before it is comprehended.

“Silence is what keeps you from saying more than you need to—and makes the other person want to say more than he means to.” — Mark McCormack

Glossary Words
Active listening, Communication modes

Related Activities
First Impressions, Eye on Sports, Time Travels

1. Give each student a piece of paper and writing utensil.
2. Have them draw a picture or paste a picture that represents the experience in the middle of the paper.
3. Branching off the center circle, have each youth come up with different modes of communication they can use to share their experience. Have them come up with as many modes as possible and represent them with pictures or text.
4. Finally, have the youth partner up and share the experience with one another using one of the modes they identified. Have them share their experience with at least three different people using different modes of communication.
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Talk It Over...

Share...
What communication modes did you identify?
Which modes did you use to communicate your message to someone else?
Which mode of communication was your favorite?
What made certain types of communication easier than other types?

Reflect...
What surprised you about the outcome?
Why is it important to have different forms of communication for specific situations?
Was there a mode of communication that the listener reacted to more than others?

Generalize...
What can you improve about the way you communicate in different ways?
How can these improvements make you a more effective communicator?

Apply...
How have you used the different modes of communication in recent experiences?
What types of situations require specific modes of communication?
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